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Story of Bob and Neil
The team works as the first line of defence in the community care model. You can call up the team, no intake required and they will come to meet your referral. The <SOS> team has enhanced our ability to support individuals who may have had to wait on a list to obtain service, thus reducing imminent risk.

- Social Worker, Local Hospital
What is SOS?
They <SOS> have the capacity to provide a dynamic and comprehensive service to our most vulnerable population......support is delivered in the community instead of asking vulnerable clients to attend yet another appointment in an office.

- Social Worker, Local Hospital
The team deals with the person not the diagnosis and will do whatever is needed - no task being too big or small. It is all driven by the person.
- Executive Director, Drop In Centre
the SOS team is able to wrap services around people in need and support their connection to services to address not only their mental health needs, but their physical and social determinants of health needs.

- Director of Services, CHC
My association with the SOS Team has been a most positive experience...I have had the pleasure to meet with other staff members when <my worker>...is not available....
…..This brings me to my worker...who is the most valuable and knowledgeable person I have ever encountered. She has always been there when I start to fall and worry about things that she seems to simplify in a direct way.....
…..She has been a great advocate for me when I feel the pressures of “society”. On the whole this organization <SOS> is very beneficial to each client that seeks their help…..